Summer 2019

Dear Candidate,

Thank you for registering to take the CDCA/ADEX clinical examination at the University of Cincinnati Blue Ash (UCBA) Dental Hygiene Clinic on Thursday, June 13, 2019. The CDCA/ADEX Exam Orientation is online and must be completed prior to sitting for the exam. On the day of the exam, registration will take place in Walters Hall, room 267 at the UCBA Campus (9555 Plainfield Road, Blue Ash, OH 45236 - for directions click on the following link http://www.ucblueash.edu/resources/getting-around.html. Please refer to the CDCA Dental Hygiene Candidate’s Manual at https://www.cdcaexams.org for registration times with additional instructions.

All candidates participating in the CDCA/ADEX Exam at this location are required to pay the $175 facility fee. The facility fee includes the cost of the supervising dentist, use of the equipment and all disposable items, as well as some additional costs to prepare the clinic. All credit card payments will need to be received by 5:00pm on Monday, June 6, 2019. Please click on the link below to submit a credit card payment.

ADEX Exam Payments

Tours:
We will be offering tours of the facilities with a question and answer session at the end of each tour on Wednesday, June 12, 2019. The tours will begin at 12:00pm and end at 4:00pm. If you are scheduled for the morning session you will be able to set up after a tour. (Please Note: ONLY the morning exam session will be able to set up their station the day prior)

Equipment:
Disposable products necessary for the exam including gloves, masks, saliva ejectors, prophy paste, disposable prophy angles, dental floss, gauze, all barriers and containers / cassettes to transport instruments will be available for each candidate. You can also bring your own disposable products if you prefer, but this will not reduce the facility fee costs required.

Please refer to the CDCA Manual regarding the procedures to use anesthesia.

Candidates are responsible for providing their own instruments as well as blood pressure cuff and stethoscope. It is recommended that the candidate bring their own ultrasonic instrument and tips. However, the UCBA Dental Hygiene Clinic has some ultrasonic devices (Cavitrons and Piezos),
Cavitron inserts, hygiene hand piece, and syringes available if needed. Please note that our ultrasonic equipment is portable and not built in to the unit. There are limited quantities of each and will be offered on a first come, first serve basis. To reserve any instruments please click on the link below.

**Equipment Rental Form**

*(Please let us know by Monday, June 10, 2019 if you will be needing equipment)*

**Parking:**
The Dental Hygiene Clinic is located at the end of the parking lot to the right of Walters Hall. *Candidates will need to park in the white lined student spaces. Patients may park in the green lined parking spaces or handicap spaces if needed.*

If you have an additional question regarding the CDCA/ADEX Exam please contact the CDCA/ADEX Exam Site Coordinator, Beth Monnin, at monnineh@ucmail.uc.edu.

Thanks and have a great day,

**UCBA Dental Hygiene Department**